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Cost-of-carry model

Predictions

I What should the futures price of an asset be? F0,t = S0(1 + C)

I The cost of purchasing the asset today + the cost of carrying it until
some point

I Futures price of gold for December: cost of purchasing gold today + cost
of carrying inventory until Dec

I Markets should be normal/contango

I Since C > 0, futures prices are higher than spot prices
I Likewise, more distant futures prices are higher than nearby prices

Model is great. But doesn’t explain why inverted markets happen

I Missing an additional ingredient: convenience yield
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Cash vs futures prices (redux)

Quotes for WTI crude oil and corn futures on 01/26/2018

Contract WTI Crude Oil ($/barrel) Corn ($/bushel)
Cash 66.75 (Cushing, OK) 3.35 (central IL)
March’18 66.14 3.56
May’18 65.67 3.65
July’18 64.76 3.73
September’18 63.65 3.81
December’18 62.14 3.89

I Futures markets can exhibit either normal or inverted prices

I In a normal market, prices for more distant futures are higher than
those for nearby futures (the market is in contango)

I In an inverted market, distant futures prices are lower than those of
contracts nearer to expiration (the market is in backwardation)
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Ownership (again)

Ownership might represent a cost (cost of carry), but it’s not all bad

I If you have a commodity when there is a shortage, you benefit from having
something nobody else does

I US-China trade war: Too expensive for China to import US soybeans

I Nice to be Brazil/Argentina standing by with beans ready to deliver

The benefit of carry is called convenience yield

I Yep, now we have a cost of carry and a benefit of carry

I But we’ll still call our model cost-of-carry model
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Convenience yield: An example

I Assume that this is October and the cash price of soybeans is $6.0/bu.
Harvest is 1 month away and a trader owns 5,000 bushels of soybeans. The
futures price of soybeans for November is $5.5/bu.

I The market is in backwardation

I If the trader does not need the physical beans, he or she can sell the beans
and buy a NOV futures contract. This strategy will yield a profit of $0.5/bu
and save a month of carrying costs

I Clearly, only people with a business need for the beans, such as a food
processor, will hold them and derive a convenience yield

I Benefits from holding beans may include the ability to profit from temporary
shortages and the ability to keep a production process running
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Convenience yield: additional thoughts

I Convenience yield is inversely related to inventory levels

I When inventories are high, this suggests an expected relatively low
scarcity of the commodity today versus some time in the future

I Benefits from holding inventories?
I When inventories are low, we expect that scarcity now is greater than in

the future. People may want the physical commodity but can’t borrow it
from the future

I This sounds weird, but think about it: there isn’t oil now, there may be
in the future, but I can’t get it

I The benefits from holding inventories tend to be high

I Convenience yield is not observable in practice: how could you?

Option-inspired definition of conv. yield : the option of delaying consumption
makes the commodity price higher than the value of consuming all of it just now
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Letting the CoC model accommodate backwardation

I We make an adjustment to the cost-of-carry model

F0,t = S0(1 + C − Y ) (1)

where C is the cost of carry and Y is the benefit of carry (convenience yield)

I In continuous time,

F0,t = S0e
(c−y)t = S0e

(r+u−y)t (2)

where c is the marginal cost of carry, r is the interest rate, u is the marginal
storage cost, and y is the marginal convenience yield

I When C > Y , contango or normal markets

I When C < Y , backwardation or inverted markets
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Our next definition is so important that

I want it to appear alone

The basis
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The basis

I Because cash price and futures prices at different maturities are linked by the
cost of carry (storable commodities), price levels are not of interest

I Instead, we pay much attention to price differences

I Basis: the difference between the cash price of a commodity and the futures
price for the same commodity

I Basis = Cash Price − Futures Price

I Spread: the difference between two futures prices

I Intracommodity (same commodity) spread and intercommodity
(cross-commodity) spread
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The basis (2)

I The basis depends on a cash price at a specific location

I E.g., the cash price of corn might differ between Kansas City and
Chicago, so the basis will also differ

I Usually, people speaking of the basis are referring to the difference between
the cash price and the nearby futures price

I However, there is a basis for each outstanding futures contract and this
basis will often differ in systematic ways

Contract WTI Crude Oil ($/barrel) Basis Corn ($/bushel) Basis

Cash 66.75 (Cushing, OK) 3.35 (central IL)
March’18 66.14 0.61 3.56 -0.21
May’18 65.67 1.08 3.65 -0.30
July’18 64.76 1.99 3.73 -0.38
September’18 63.65 3.10 3.81 -0.46
December’18 62.14 4.61 3.89 -0.54
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The basis (3)

I When the market is at full carry (futures price = cash price + cost of carry)

I basis = − cost of carry
I Market is in contango
I Relationship between cash and futures prices is determined by cost of

carry (convenience yield is negligible)

I Futures prices often deviate from full carry values

I Basis can be negative or positive
I Market can be in contango or backwardation
I Relationship between cash and futures prices is determined by cost of

carry and convenience yield (net cost of carry)
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The basis (4)

I What does basis look like?
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The basis (5)

I What does basis look like?
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The basis (6)

I Prices in the cash and futures market may vary a lot over time

I But the basis is more stable

I Basis variability is typically smaller than price variability
I It doesn’t mean that basis is constant

I Basis is influenced by

I Size of the inventory

- ending stocks, production, commercial storage capacity

I Interest rates (a large component in cost of carry)
I Regional and seasonal shifters
I Structural changes in cash market (long term)

- e.g., vertical integration
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The basis (7)

I Basis may change abruptly due to economic events that affect either cash or
futures market

I Fox example: hurricane

I Gulf Port was closed for a period of time
I Grains could not be shipped
I Excess supply in local cash markets drove local prices down
I Low prices stimulated producers to store and sell grains later, causing

demand for storage to increase
I Cost of carry increased in this situation
I Basis dropped abruptly
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The basis (8)

I There is no upper bound for basis

I No limit on how much spot price can exceed futures price

I But there is a lower bound

I There is a limit on how much futures price can exceed spot price
I Lowest basis is the marginal cost of holding a unit of the commodity

from the present date until maturity

I If basis is smaller (more negative) than this marginal cost there is arbitrage
opportunity

I Cash-and-carry arbitrage: buy cash and simultaneously sell futures
I Remember?
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The basis (9)

I By delivery month the basis narrows

I Theoretically, basis is zero in the delivery month

- commodity is interchangeable in the two markets
- storage is no longer a factor

I Otherwise there are arbitrage possibilities

I Although actual delivery is rarely used to offset futures contracts, it is
important to keep this option

I The possibility of delivery guarantees that spot and futures prices converge at
maturity
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The basis (10)

I Why is convergence so important?

I Price convergence guarantees some predictability to the basis, which
makes basis risk smaller than price risk

I Basis risk being smaller than price risk is the incentive for
hedgers to use futures markets to manage risk

I In practice, spot and futures prices will converge as maturity approaches, but
the basis may not be zero in the delivery month

I uncertainty about grade and cost of delivery
I demand and supply considerations caused by storage and transportation

I Basis at maturity depends on costs and risk of arbitrage between cash and
futures market


